Am I jinxed, cursed, or hexed? A
Texas Hoodoo Original Tarot
Spread!
This is a tarot card spread that I developed to help you determine if
you are cursed, jinxed or hexed; furthermore, it can help you
determine WHO has done this to you. I adapted this spread from Mary
K. Greer's 8 Card Yes No Spread.
Get your tarot deck and take out the following cards:
From the Major Arcana:
The Fool
The Magician
The High Priestess
The Emperor
The Empress
The Devil

From the Minor Arcana
All the court cards
Set aside The Devil Card. Shuffle the rest of the cards (the Major
Arcana that you took out and the Court Cards) at least three times.
Deal out 7 cards and add The Devil Card back in. Shuffle again, to mix
The Devil Card back in. Lay out the cards in a circle as demonstrated
by the picture.

Note where The Devil Card appears. If The Devil card appears in
positions 2, 3 or 4 the answer is YES and the court cards/Major Arcana
cards that appear here indicate to you who might be working against
you. If The Devil Card appears in the 1 or 8 position, then your answer
is MAYBE, in which case your answer is much more complicated
because it is not a definitive answer, and then you also have a selection
of people to look at who might be either working FOR you or
AGAINST you. If The Devil Card appears in the 5, 6, or 7 position,
then the answer is NO (great!). In this case you might be just having a
string of regular bad luck or you might look for more ordinary,
mundane causes for your situation.
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A hex is generally a spell or bewitchment. It is derived from "hexe", a
German word for "witch", and comes from the folklore of the
Pennsylvania Dutch. In folklore it can be good or bad, but now is
generally known by its negative connotations. Hexes can be made for
hire, with the witch being able to be paid for both inflicting a hex and
A jinx is continual or repeated bad luck. It is usually the result of a
fatal accident. One of the more famous jinxes comes with the Hope
Diamond. In the 17th century Madame de Montespan, the mistress of
King Louis XIV, owned the diamond and it is during this time that the
stone is said to have become jinxed. She was believed to have

conducted so called "black masses." Over 100 years later, King Henry
the XVI gave the Hope Diamond to Marie Antoinette. Ms. Antoinette
loaned this piece to her friend the Princesse de Lamballe. Not only did
both Princesse de Lamballe and Marie Antoinette get executed, but
every other owner of the Hope Diamond has suffered a tragic demise.
A curse is a malevolent spell that is purposefully done to inflict harm
upon another. It has been a part of magic and alchemy since the
beginning, and can also be done by Catholic priests. It is derived from
"cursein", an Anglo Saxon worse meaning "to invoke harm or evil
upon." Curses can be both spoken and written. A famous written curse
is the anathema proclaimed by the Catholic pope to excommunicate
someone from the church. Objects can also be cursed and can affect
anyone who owns the object. Cursed objects can affect people with bad
luck, misfortune, ill health and even death.

